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Moonlights in Microtubule SlidingNeurons develop from small, spherical precursors into the largest, most
asymmetric of all metazoan cells by extending thin axonal processes over
enormous distances. Although the forces for this extension have been unclear,
recent work shows that the initial axonal extension may involve an unexpected
mechanism: sliding of microtubules, driven by a motor protein previously
thought to be deployed only in organelle transport.Peter J. Hollenbeck
and Daniel M. Suter
Neurons are the largest, most
asymmetric and specialized of all
metazoan cells, yet they start life as
small, roughly spherical precursors.
Their development and differentiation
involve the initial establishment of long
neuritic processes, referred to as axons
and dendrites, and the subsequent
extension of axons in particular over
enormous distances— up to 1 meter in
humans. The source and nature of the
forces driving this axonal elongation
have been studied for decades but are
not fully understood. Now, work by Lu
et al. [1], recently published in Current
Biology, indicates that the force for
initial neurite outgrowth may involve an
unexpected mechanism: sliding of
microtubules, driven by a motor
protein, kinesin-1, previously thought
to be deployed only in organelle
transport.
The three major types of cytoskeletal
filaments — microtubules, actin
filaments and neurofilaments — are
essential structural components of
normal axons, supporting in variousways their establishment, growth,
maintenance and resistance to
mechanical stress. The contributions
of microtubules and actin filaments to
axonal elongation have been mainly
studied in vertebrate neurons in cell
culture, in the presence of various
cytoskeletal drugs. Altogether these
studies have revealed that
microtubules appear to bemore critical
for the extension of axon-like
processes, while actin filaments play
a key role in growth cone motility and
guidance [2–4]. Furthermore, neurite
extension in culture can occur in the
complete absence of actin filaments
or microtubules [5] and axonal
differentiation can occur in the absence
of actin [6]. Nonetheless, other work
has shown that dynamic microtubules
are essential for growth cone guidance
[7]. Thus, both microtubules and actin
filaments are involved in various stages
of axon formation; however, their
respective contributions at each stage
of development, as well as the role of
filament assembly versus translocation
in force generation under normal
physiological conditions, remain
unclear [8].Lu et al. [1] studied the earliest stages
of axon elongation using Drosophila
neurons grown in culture. In these
insect neurons, there are no
neurofilaments, which clears the decks
a bit, and gene and protein expression
can be controlled more easily than in
vertebrate cells. Previous work by this
group had shown that microtubule
sliding occurred in Drosophila S2 cells,
a small, relatively rounded
macrophage-like cell type [9]. There,
they had used gene and protein
knockdown techniques and the
visualization of fluorescently tagged
tubulin in live cells to show that
kinesin-1-driven microtubule sliding
was occurring. They furthermore
predicted this phenomenon could
provide force for cell-shape changes,
such as process formation. In the new
work, these authors confirmed that, as
in vertebrates, Drosophila neurons
could form and initially extend neurites
in vitro in the absence of actin
filaments, microtubule polymerization,
or growth cone structures at their tips.
To probe the nature of the initial
extension of the axon, they visualized
microtubules using a photoconversion
approach and found that they actively
slide relative to each other during the
first few hours after cell plating, while
sliding activity significantly declined
in older neurons. Furthermore, sliding
microtubule arrays extend to and
appear to press against the expanding
distal tip of young neurites. What motor
protein powers this sliding? In fly
kinesin-1 mutants and following
dsRNA-induced reduction of kinesin-1,
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R576they observed reduced microtubule
bundling and sliding as well as reduced
axon initiation and elongation.
Together, these experiments provide
evidence for a mechanism involving
kinesin-1-mediated sliding of
microtubules that drives the initial
outgrowth of neurites from a rounded
neuronal cell body.
The theme of neurons re-purposing
a motor protein from rapid organelle
transport to the sliding of filaments
during initial neurite outgrowth should
not come as a shock, since the slow
axonal transport of both microtubules
and neurofilaments is actually driven by
‘fast’ motors similar to those that drive
organelle transport or mitosis, but
operating a very small percentage
of the time [10]. A number of
‘re-purposed’ cytoplasmic motor
proteins have been implicated in
axonal microtubule transport,
including cytoplasmic dynein in the
anterograde direction [11–13], and
kinesin-5 [14] and kinesin-12 [15] in the
retrograde direction. The surprise of
the study by Lu et al. [1] is that
microtubule sliding driven by the
plus-end motor kinesin-1, which
delivers organelles and perhaps short
polymers as ‘cargo’ to the distal axon,
can also provide force generation for
the initial protrusion of an axon.
In addition to microtubule sliding,
microtubule growth by end
polymerization has also been proposed
to underlie axon elongation,
particularly at the growth cone [16].
However, mild suppression of
microtubule dynamics throughout the
axon does not eliminate elongation,
and the role of microtubule
polymerization at axonal locations
away from the growth cone remains
uncertain [17]. Inconsistencies in the
findings and conclusions of some
earlier drug-based studies on this
subject may result from differences in
drug applications and culture systems.
Although neurons in vitro can elaborate
axons in the absence of a growth cone
[6], navigation of the leading tip through
the embryo to its proper target is utterly
dependent on the growth cone and its
dynamic, complex cytoskeleton and
signal transduction machinery [18].
Since a large body of work indicates
that both microtubule sliding and
microtubule assembly can contributeto axonal elongation, it now seems
essential to quantitatively assess the
respective contribution of each
process, for example, by precise
live-cell imaging of microtubule plus
ends and internal microtubule
reference marks in the same axons.
The present study by Lu et al. [1] not
only provides new insights into the
underlying cytoskeletal mechanisms of
neurite initiation but also raises many
interesting questions that remain to be
answered. Does a similar microtubule
sliding mechanism drive initial neurite
formation in vertebrate neurons?
What is the contribution of microtubule
sliding at different stages of axonal
development? Since Lu et al. [1]
show that microtubule sliding is
downregulated very soon after axon
initiation in young neurons, the
mechanism for force generation for
the bulk of axonal growth remains
in question. How can kinesin-1 move
microtubules in the anterograde
direction? Translocating microtubule
cargo anterogradely and thereby
producing a force pushing against
the membrane seems possible only
if the adjacent microtubule-track for
kinesin-1 is somehow immobilized
within the cell. Furthermore,
determining the level and significance
of the force exerted on the plasma
membrane by microtubule sliding
versus assembly will require both
sophisticated biophysical and imaging
measurements as well asmathematical
modeling. Lastly, the role of intrinsically
generated forces versus extrinsically
generated forces might be quite
different between in vitro and in vivo
axonal elongation. It is important to
remember that, for most axons in vivo,
massive stretching occurs during
organismal growth, after axons
have already been connected to
their targets early in embryonic
development. The enormous addition
of axonal length and mass during
this kind of growth could involve
filament sliding, filament intercalation
or other processes yet to be
elucidated [8].References
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